Sensing of the terrain shape is crucial for legged robots deployed in the real world since the knowledge of the local terrain inclination at the contact points allows for an optimized force distribution that minimizes the risk of slipping. In this letter, we present a reactive locomotion strategy for torque controllable quadruped robots based on sensorized feet. Since the present approach works without exteroceptive sensing, it is robust against degraded vision. Inertial and force/torque sensors implemented in specially designed feet with articulated passive ankle joints measure the local terrain inclination and interaction forces. The proposed controller exploits the contact null-space in order to minimize the tangential forces to prevent slippage even in case of extreme contact conditions. We experimentally tested the proposed method in laboratory experiments and validated the approach with the quadrupedal robot ANYmal.
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I. INTRODUCTION
L EGGED robots have superior potential to overcome rough terrain compared to wheeled or tracked systems as they can discretely select individual footholds. However, maintaining stable footholds and avoiding slippage are still major challenges, as they imply a good knowledge of the local interaction between the foot and the environment. In particular, in order to avoid slippage, the ground reaction forces at all contact points must remain within the friction cone. It is, therefore, necessary to estimate the local orientation of the ground in order to shape the ground reaction force distribution appropriately.
Additionally, depending on the number of feet in contact, the amount of contact forces exceeds the number of floating base degrees of freedom to be controlled. This means that there is a null-space available that makes it possible to optimize for secondary objectives for the contact forces, such as minimizing torques, minimizing forces, or as done in this work, minimize the risk of slipping.
Minimizing the risk of slipping is achieved by aligning ground reaction forces with local surface normal directions. This can be Manuscript achieved by reactive strategies which rely on proprioception and approximations of the terrain or by proactive strategies which require knowledge of the environment [1] , available a priori or acquired with adequate sensors. Simple reactive approaches can only redistribute the ground reaction force among the existing contacts, according to their knowledge of the ground shape, while proactive approaches have the option of planning the footholds to exploit the features of the terrain better. However, in real-world situations, the sensing capabilities of the robot might be impaired, and it is not always possible to build an adequate 3D model of the terrain. A multitude of reasons can impose such limitations: partially flooded terrains, environments with dust, fog, and smoke, vegetation occluding the field of view, mud, failing vision sensors. Similar conditions can be found in underground tunnels, mines, collapsed or burning buildings, forests, scenarios where is highly desirable to deploy robots. Moreover, even if it is possible to know the terrain geometry before stepping, the ground might shift, or small measurement inaccuracies can cause the real foothold to be different from the planned. This work focuses on improving robot locomotion in the scenarios mentioned above. The approach has been implemented utilizing specially designed passive adaptive sensorized feet and a hierarchical whole-body control algorithm that optimizes the contact force distribution on the legged robotic platform ANYmal. The additional information provided by the feet allows the reactive strategy to achieve a better distribution of the ground reaction forces.
A. Related Work
Sensorized feet have been developed before in robotics, serving different purposes in quadrupeds and bipeds. Most biped robots use feet with actuated dorsiflexion/plantarflexion and inversion/eversion (necessary for static stability) as the Honda ASIMO robot [2] , Lola [3] , KHR-3 [4] and WALK-MAN [5] equipped with 6-axes force/torque transducers. Quadruped robots on the other hand typically have ball-shaped feet without sensors [6] [7] [8] [9] , while extended and adaptive feet with articulated ankles are less common [10] [11] . Sensorized feet for quadruped have also been experimented, based on different sensing principles, such as strain gauge force sensor [12] , sensitive skin [13] [14] [15] , optical force sensors [16] and vibrissae [17] .
For quadruped robots, the terrain shape sensing, necessary to minimize the risk of slipping, has been addressed both with reactive and proactive strategies. [18] , [19] and [20] assumed complete knowledge of the environment to have quadruped 2377-3766 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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robots walking over constant slopes or steep grooves. Surface normal estimation by fitting planes over contact points has been used in [21] , [22] and [8] . [16] used additional sensor located in the foot to estimate local normal vectors. [23] and [24] used external motion capture and high-resolution scans of the terrain. Online exteroceptive range sensor are used in [25] . [26] proposed a more extended approach, which mixes reactive and proactive strategies while taking into account the degradation of visual feedback.
B. Contribution
We present a novel sensorized foot characterized by an articulated passive ankle with 2 degrees of freedom, six-axis force/torque sensors and IMUs, integrated into a robust modular unit interfaceable with ANYmal. We propose an algorithm for estimating the foot pose using the data from the integrated IMUs. We present an integration of the tactile feedback in the hierarchical whole-body control approach from [27] , with the capability of optimizing the ground reaction force. The utilization of the sensed local surface normals is two-fold: 1) the friction cone is aligned with the local surface to put a hard constraint on the contact force direction, and 2) the risk of slippage is minimized in the null-space of the motion control tasks. We tested the improved sensing capabilities of ANYmal. We performed the validation of the proposed controller through experiments on selected terrains. Field tests have been conducted to establish the effect on the locomotion of the proposed approach.
II. METHOD

A. Sensorized Foot
We designed sensor-equipped, adaptive feet to enhance locomotion on rough and slippery terrains while measuring local ground inclination and superficial properties. Similarly to ANYmal, the feet have to be sufficiently robust to operate continuously in a challenging environment while while bearing a load of 200 N (determined from data acquired on the ANYmal). The design consists of a large flat contact surface that can comply to the local ground inclination without interfering with the kinematics of the leg.
We considered a possible inclination of the terrain of up to 25 • . The range of motion (ROM) for ground compliance is set to 50 • for the pitch-and 30 • for the roll axis. Since each leg only allows for hip abduction/adduction, hip flexion/extension, and knee flexion/extension, the foot compliance around yaw prevents slipping while turning. With a weight of 314 g (including cabling and connectors), it is lighter than the original point foot. Fig. 2 illustrates the sub-assemblies of the foot, which the following paragraphs describe in details.
1) Foot Sole: The sole has a surface area of 60 cm 2 (100 mm × 60 mm) and is made from an off-road rubber tire featuring 5 mm studs for increased traction ( Fig. 1(b) ). The sole is connected to a metal rim by clamping, which avoids peeling and gluing issues. A damping foam placed between the rubber sole and the metal structure reduces the peak loads resulting from impact forces during walking. An acetal slider avoids the foot getting stuck on overhanging edges and retains the metal rim. 2) Pivot Joint: The pivot joint features a lightweight, universal joint with integrated end stops to provide the required ground compliance. An Ester Polyurethane rubber tube of Shore A70 surrounds the universal joint, providing the retaining force to reset the foot to its initial position after a deflection.
3) Force Sensor: A custom, in-house developed 6-axis force/torque sensor 1 is placed above the pivot joint to measure the forces acting on the foot. It consists of a force sensing element with strain gauges. The sensor is lightweight and robust and allows sensing up to 1000 N along the z-axis and 400 N along the x and y-axis. The maximum torque the sensor can sense is as 10 Nm. The accuracy lies within 1.5% of the measured value, while the repeatability lies below 0.05%. The sensor is temperature compensated to minimize drift during operation.
4) Custom Electronics:
The electronics of the foot consists of two IMUs (MPU-9250), a force sensor and a microcontroller board. One IMU is located in the sole, while the PCB in the shank includes the second. Serial peripheral interface bus (SPI) connects both the IMUs and the force sensor to the microcontroller. The IMUs are read out at 1 kHz, while force measurements have an update frequency of 400 Hz. The microcontroller board is connected to the robot via EtherCAT and powered through the auxiliary 12 V power line. The custom 6-axis force/torque features a PCB with analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and a microcontroller that processes the analog signals of the strain gauges. The high-level side records sensor data at 400 Hz.
5) Shank:
The carbon fiber shank connects the foot to the knee of the robot. The shank is sealed and features a conical slider for protection of the force sensor. 6) Sealing: The joint is protected by thick bellows (visible in Fig. 1(a) ), mechanically clamped to the structure and sealed, which improves the ingress protection rating compared to previous work. O-rings and silicone seal all the matching surfaces. Water-proof cable glands and connector protect the cables.
B. Foot Pose Estimation
The joint angles of the pivot joint shown in Fig. 2 are not directly measured. To estimate the orientation of the foot, measurements of the IMU in the foot sole are fused with ANYmal's state estimation [28] . The state estimation of the robot base relies on points that are stationary w.r.t. the world frame. This would normally be the contact location of a point-foot, but in our case to rotational center of the ankle joint is used. This makes the estimated state of the rest of the robot independent of the estimated foot pose.
The relevant reference frames for the foot pose estimation algorithm are shown in Fig. 3 . The body-fixed shank frame S, ankle frame A, and foot frame F are separated by consecutive rotations around the y-axis and x-axis. The world frame W is the world frame estimated by ANYmal's state estimation, and the frame W has a relative rotation around the z-axis. The goal of the foot pose estimation algorithm shown in Fig. 4 is to estimate the foot pose in the world frame parameterized by the unit quaternion q W F from IMU angular velocity and 1) Complementary Filter: A complementary filter is used to estimate the roll and pitch of the foot in the world frame W . First, the gyro bias is estimated by lowpass filtering the angular velocity measurements when the foot is in contact,
Afterwards, the bias corrected angular velocity measurements are used to forward integrate the orientation estimate. Acceleration measurements are used if the magnitude is close to 1 g, i.e. | Fâ − 1| ≤ β a . The forward propagated estimate of the foot orientation is used to rotate the measured acceleration Fâ , to the estimated world frame W â. The rotational difference between this measured acceleration and the gravity vector [0, 0, 1] T is given by the quaternion Δq acc .
The correction quaternion is computed as a spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) between Δq acc and q I = [1, 0, 0, 0] T with interpolation coefficient α a Δq corr = SLERP(q I , Δq acc ; α a )
Due to the fundamentally different nature of the swing and contact phase, we use two sets of parameters, shown in Table I . During the stance phase, the gyro bias is estimated, and the estimation relies mostly on acceleration measurements. During the swing phase, the acceleration measurements are less informative due to the motion of the feet, and the filter relies more on the integration of angular velocity.
2) Drift Correction: The drift of the foot orientation q F W with respect to the world frame used by the robot is expressed as
where Δq W W is a pure rotation around the z-axis. The kinematics of the ankle defined as
are used to correct for the drift. II  PRIORITIZED TASKS USED IN THE HIERARCHICAL WHOLE-BODY CONTROLLER  TOGETHER WITH THE TASK'S DIMENSIONALITY AND TYPE  (EQUALITY/INEQUALITY) Equating both expressions provides the constraint
where φ, θ, and ψ parameterize the pure roll, pitch, and yaw rotations. For non-singular orientations, the constraint consists of three independent equations and three unknowns. Solving the constraint symbolically results in two solutions {φ, θ, ψ}, neglecting additional full rotations. Typically, only one solution has ankle pitch and roll angles that are within kinematic limits. The corresponding yaw angle is then used to correct for the drift between the two world frames. When two solutions are within the kinematic limits, the drift is not corrected.
C. Controller
We use the motion optimization described in [29] to obtain desired torso and feet accelerations based on user commanded torso velocities and a desired gait pattern. Estimation of the contact state is described in [30] , along with reactive measures when the desired and measured state differ. In short, a probabilistic algorithm fuses dynamic and kinematic information to classify a foot to be in contact, swing, or slip. When a leg is classified to be in swing, but a contact was desired, a vertical motion is initiated to establish contact. In case of a slip event, joint impedance gains are increased to stabilize the leg.
In this work, we adapt the tracking controller to exploit the information about local ground inclination. We use the hierarchical whole-body control approach described in [27] , which optimizes over generalized accelerationsu ∈ R n u and λ ∈ R 3n c , where n u is the number of generalized velocities, and n c is the number of contact points. Because of the low joint stiffness and small footprint of the foot compared to the full support polygon, each foot is modelled as a single contact point located at the center of rotation of the ankle joint. The list of prioritized tasks is given in Table II together with the amount and type of constraints they impose. The number of independent dimensions left after applying the physical constraints at priority 0, and motion tracking constraints at priority 1, has been extensively studied in [31] .
Internal forces, which do not influence the robot's net acceleration, can be realized between contact points when the system is an overconstrained situation. While [31] outlines the mathematical details, we provide an intuitive explanation in the following paragraph.
In full stance phase, twelve independent contact force directions exist (3 contact constraints per leg), with only six un-actuated base coordinates to control. There are, therefore, six dimensions left to optimize during the contact optimization in priority 2. With three, and two contact points, the remaining dimensionality reduces to three and one respectively. For a single and no contact points, there are no internal forces that can be created.
The reference controller, referred to as standard controller, estimates a single terrain normal by fitting a plane through all available contact points. This estimated plane provides the surface normal for the friction cone constraint.
For the Terrain aware controller presented in this work, the friction cone constraint and contact force optimization tasks are adapted to incorporate the information about local ground inclination. For the other tasks, we refer the reader to [27] . From each estimated foot orientation, a surface normal, W n i , and a tangential basis W T i are extracted. The tangential basis, T i = [t i,h , t i,l ], contains two unit vectors, where W t i,h is aligned with the heading of the torso. The contact forces corresponding to the i-th foot are denoted by W λ i . In the following sections, the subscript indicating the world frame is dropped to simplify the notation.
1) Friction Cone Constraint:
The friction cone constraint is implemented as a friction pyramid, for each foot
where μ is the friction coefficient, and λ min is a minimal contact force to avoid loss of contact. These parameters are set to 0.5 and 5 N respectively and remain fixed for all experiments. Note that due to the approximation of the cone as a pyramid, a ratio of tangential and normal forces up to 0.5 √ 2 is possible. 2) Contact Force Optimization: On flat ground, the lowest priority task is typically used to either minimize torques or internal forces. Minimizing internal forces can be achieved by a contact force optimization task that minimizes the magnitude of the contact forces λ i 2 2 . On inclined surfaces, however, it becomes desirable to create internal forces such that the resulting contact forces are aligned with the local surface normal. To that end, we formulate the following optimization,
where γ is a regularization parameter. Note that γ = 1.0 retrieves the task that minimizes contact forces. Choosing γ = 0.0 leads to undesirable effects when the normal vectors of all feet are close to parallel in full stance configuration. In that case, the optimization problem in the last task becomes highly sensitive to small deviations in the surface normals, resulting in an unequal force distribution between the feet and an increased sensitivity to noise. Take the example of the robot standing on four feet on flat ground with vertical surface normal. If one foot has a minimal tilt angle, the optimal solution is to completely unload this leg while standing on the other three. Penalizing the force magnitude in normal direction regularizes these cases by promoting an equal force distribution between the legs. To fit the hierarchical whole-body control framework, the minimization in (10) is transcribed into an equality task,
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Test Setup
ANYmal, a dog-sized quadrupedal robot, has been used as testing platform because it provides the torque controllability [7] required by the controller presented in II-C. We validated the proposed system with a bottom-up approach: first, the sensing capabilities of the feet have been confirmed (III-B), then the performances of the terrain aware controller have been measured (III-C), and finally the effects on locomotion were evaluated (III-D). All the test were performed with a human operator giving velocity commands to the robot.
Terrains and obstacles with pronounced differences between local and average inclination have been selected to highlight the sensing capabilities of the sensorized feet and the tangential force minimization of the controller. We evaluated the impact on locomotion performance with outdoor tests on terrains where slippage would occur easily in case of poor contact forces distribution. The complete selection of terrains consists in: r round concrete sewer tube, Fig. 5(c) ; r round large stones fixed to the ground, Fig. 5(d) . normals measured by the sensorized feet, are represented by green arrows. The plane interpolated on the contact points is represented as a shaded rectangle and its estimated normal, namedñ, is represented by the bright red small arrow. To better measure the difference between the actual terrain normal and those measured, the error angle α e is introduced, defined as the angle between the estimated normal and the actual one.
The feet contact forces are named F i , which in the analysis are decomposed in components perpendicular and tangential to the contact surface, respectively F i ⊥ and F i . In Fig. 6 . Red arrows represent the contact forces commanded by the controller, while blue arrows represent the forces measured by the sensorized feet. Fig. 6 shows two visualizations of ANYmal standing over a V-shaped terrain, the qualitative difference between n i andñ is visible in the representation. The graph in Fig. 7 gives a quantitative representation of the difference. The maximum error angles produced by the fitting plane and by the sensorized feet are shown, respectively in blue and red. The terrains considered for this test consist of the blocks in pitch and roll configuration (1 and 2 in the graph) and V terrain with 30°slope in roll and pitch (3 and 4) . The difference is greater for terrain characterized by large local inclinations and where the feet are all at the same height. In such cases, the error angle forñ almost coincide with the local inclination, while the sensorized foot can produce errors significantly smaller.
B. Sensorized Foot Sensing Capabilities
The graph in Fig. 8 shows the surface inclination measured by the fitting plane and the sensorized foot during a quasi-static experiment, where we progressively increased the inclination of one of the side of the V terrain until slippage occurred. The sensorized foot is more sensitive to the changing inclination, while the fitting plane is only marginally affected. We performed the experiment using the terrain aware controller. Such angle would be otherwise infeasible with the standard controller as shown in III-C The graph in Fig. 9 shows the performance of the sensorized foot while trotting on the V terrain. The upper graph represents the front feet, while the bottom represents the hind ones. The absolute surface inclination is calculated using the normals from the complementary filter described in II-B. The ground truth inclinations, measured separately, are also plotted in the graph. According to the data, the normal estimation from the sensorized foot outperforms the fitting plane also while walking. A higher level of noise in the feet data is present, which can be attributed to impacts of the other feet during locomotion.
C. Tangential Force Optimization
We investigated the effect of the regularization parameter γ in (10) on ANYmal standing on the V terrain with surface inclinations of 30 and 19 degrees. Fig. 10 summarizes the results of the test, where the ratio between measured tangential and normal forces is plotted for different values of γ. Additionally, the ratio between the normal forces and the maximum across the experiments is provided. As expected, the maximum normal forces occur for the smallest value of γ. The trade-off driven by γ is visible: for large values, the contact force magnitude is minimized at the expenses of more significant tangential components, while for a smaller value the tangential components are reduced by creating additional internal forces.
A value of γ = 0.25 was selected for the rest of the experiments. Lower values do not significantly decrease the magnitude Fig. 10 . The average tangential to normal force ratio as a function of the regularization parameter γ in (10) . Force ratios are measured for a fixed configuration with ANYmal standing on the V-shaped terrain. The error bars represent the maximum and minimum values across the feet. Fig. 11 . Average tangential to perpendicular force ratio for the two control strategies. Terrains used: V-shaped terrain in pitch and roll direction (1 and 2), sewer tube (3) and large stones (4). of tangential forces and start to show increased sensitivity to noise in the normal estimate, as discussed in Section II-C.
In Fig. 6 , the qualitative difference between the standard and the terrain aware controller is evident. The contact forces, both the requested and the measured, are vertical for the standard controller and roughly aligned to the local ground normal for the terrain aware controller. Fig. 11 gives a quantitative counterpart. The graph shows the behavior of the tangential to normal force ratio during different experiments. We conducted these experiments in stationary conditions on the V-shaped terrain (pitch and roll direction, respectively 1 and 2 in the plot), in the sewer tube (3) and in over the large stones (4). The black error bars show the maximum and minimum ratio measured. The experiments performed over different terrains confirm that the controller is effective in reducing the tangential component of the contact forces.
The graph in Fig. 12 illustrates the tangential to normal contact force ratio for the same quasi-static experiment of Fig. 8 . The experiment shows how the terrain aware controller always manage to maintain a lower ratio (for the same local inclination) and how this results in a higher maximum inclination before slippage, which occurs roughly at the same ratio. The asymmetry of the terrain explains the non-monotonous behavior and the local minimum occurs when opposing surfaces have exactly the same inclination. The graph in Fig. 13 shows the normal and absolute tangential component of the left foot contact force while walking over the V-shaped terrain with the standard and the terrain aware controller. The graphs show qualitatively that the proposed controller reduces the magnitude of the tangential component also when walking and not only in static conditions. The scatter plots in Fig. 14 gives a more complete picture of F i ⊥ and F i for the same experiment. The forces recorded during the experiment are represented as dots, while the dashed lines represent the quartiles of the distribution. In the scatter plot the number of points has been reduced for clarity. It is evident how the terrain aware controller moves the distribution towards lower tangential to normal ratio.
D. Effect on Locomotion
Figs. 15 and 16 show a scatter plots of the contact force while walking on the large stones of picture 5(d) and in the pipe of Fig. 5(c) . While the shift towards lower ratio observed in 14 is confirmed, the effect is less significant than in the lab tests. This reduced effect is a prevalent result also for other terrains. One possible interpretation for this effect could be the shape of the terrain less suitable for producing internal forces (compared to the V-shaped terrain). Another effect is slippage which occurs with both controllers, however with different intensity, and interferes with the force distribution. Fig. 17 show the behavior of the y coordinate of the left front foot while walking in the pipe. The top graph focuses on the short period dynamics: the standard controller introduces very evident spikes of 10 cm completely absent in the terrain aware controller. Slippage, clearly observed during the tests, explain the spikes. The foothold locations commanded by the controller are too steep. Immediately after touchdown, the foot slips toward the center of the pipe. The bottom graph shows the long period effect of slippage: after only 50 seconds, the time necessary to traverse the 3 m tube, the state estimator drifted over 0.5 m. The drift for the terrain aware controller instead is not visible from the graph. Fig. 18 shows the behavior of the x (top) and z (bottom) coordinates. From the x plot, a slightly higher velocity can be attributed to the terrain aware controller which reaches the end of the tube before the standard controller. The z graph shows again a significant drift for the standard controller and a much more contained drift for the terrain aware controller.
It can be concluded that even if the effect on the optimization of the tangential force is smaller than in the artificial test case with very defined geometry, the terrain aware controller has a positive effect on locomotion by reducing slippage and containing drift of the state estimator.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a sensorized foot design, capable of measuring the ground contact forces as well as the ground normal using force/torque and IMU sensors, was presented, together with a control strategy that leverages its capabilities by optimization of the contact forces. The experiments confirmed an improvement in the perception capabilities of ANYmal, which is now able to sense the inclination of the ground at the contact points and locally measure the ground reaction force. The additional information can be effectively used to minimize the tangential component of the contact forces, which result in a lower probability of slipping. The improved force distribution is particularly effective for terrains characterized by strong local inclination and low friction coefficient.
While the results obtained so far are encouraging, the proposed approach could be further improved both on the hardware and on the software side. Replacing the IMUs with encoders could reduce the amount of noise introduced by impact and vibrations. A fusion of the information coming from the feet in the state estimation could lead to a more performant and reliable estimation of the contact state, with consequent benefits.
